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The Care and Feeding of a Market Trading Model

In the last issue of the CSI Techni-
cal Journal, we addressed the need for
data preprocessing in model-building
exercises. We stated that the most
important requirement of any model
building task is to provide flawless
data preprocessed into a form that will
enhance and foster oredictive
potential. we suggested ways 10
transform and manipulate
input to maximize its value,
and we made the point
that ignoring or giYing
light attention to the
data preprocessing
step will curb your
model's effectivenes
when anticipating
market movement.

Without losing
sight of the impor-
tance of the data
preprocessing step, in this
issue we will move forward with the
next analytical requirement by
exploring a few model building
approaches using preprocessed time
series data. Mark Jurik, in his book
Virt ual Trading, discusses categorizing
time series with reference to the space
domain, the time domain and the
frequency domain. Jurik contends that
when a time series can be expressed
with respect to its relevance to other
time series at points in time, it lies
within the space domain. When a time
series is expressed with reference to
itself over time in a trending context,
it is in the time domain. Finally, when
a time series is exoressed with refer-
ence to itself in a repetitive or periodic
frequency context. it is in the fre-
quency domain. We like his approach

and will use these ideas as a spring-
board for further discussion on model
building.

Time and Frequency Domain Models

It is common for model builders to
use approaches where time and

frequency are the operative
elements. A time domain

scenario would follow the
market's trend until it is

interrupted. A frEuency
domain
approach to
systems
develop-
ment

might
anticipate

when one should
- alternately sell rallies and buy
dips in market movement. Mixing

markets that trend with markets that
are choppy is an exercise that could
involve both the time domain and the
f requency domain simultaneously

Applying trend following tech-
niques to one class of markets and
anticipating peaks and troughs on
another class are two dissimilar
approaches which could be applied
together. Such an application would
be a good way to jointly capture the
effects of both forms of market
movement. This combined approach
lets vou benefit ftom a diversitv in
market type and a diversity of
rnalyticrl method. If the equity curves
of pairs of differing classes (market
type arfl nnnlylica,l method) are
uncorrelated and irintly profitable, risk
and investment costs may be minimized

(tonlinued on Page 2)
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The Care and Feeding...
(conti ued from lage 1)

The space domain illustfation to the
righl shows how time (0io t) in the c,O,t
plane relates 1o the p ce olcorn {O to
c) and hogs (0 to h) in lhe C, O, h
plane. Poinl Pr in spacelies corn's price
atpoinl Cr wilh the hog price at point
Hl Our lhree dimensional image shows
how com and hogs relate to each other
through changes in lime. Human
limitalions make it impossible to
visualize alourth or higher dimension,
but mathemalically we can measure the
etlects oi inlroducing additional
dimensions ol independent input. In
otherwods, we can slillmeasure Pr as
more inlormation is introduced. Pr may
be a perlormance variablewe hopel0
process in predicting fulure pice ol
some other va able, lor example.

while profits are maximized.

Space Domain Models

Even though analysts tend to favor
approaches in the time and frequency
domains, these may not be the most
lucrative 0r the most reliable forms of
mathematical system development.
Much more information can be derived
from the space domain. In the space
domain. related markets (transformed
into relative terms and introduced as
ratios or differences) can be measured
to determine their influence.

The soace domain holds far more
informatlon content than either the
time or frequency domain without
necessarily consuming excessive
freedom restrictins control. In the
space domain. elements (the effects of
individual time series on performance)
in multidimensional space at each
point in time can be weighted. The
control can then be spread in a linear
or curvilinear fashion through coeffi
cients that ranse from zero to one. The
wergntlng woulo De app[e0 to vanous
time series elements as required. All
independent variable groupings would
be weishted and the sum of the
weishti should be normalized to add
to one, for example. An iterative
process could be employed in which
weights would be computed with a
goal to maximize the profit for the
series vou wish to Dredict.

The above modil would also
accumulate Drofits and losses in dollar

units of the dependent variable based
uoon relative movement of the two or
mbre indeoendent variables. The
indeoendent variables here would be
raw ieries or ratios and differences of
raw series. The resulting profits and
losses should be olaced in a relative
form such as by using a Sharpe ratio
and a percentage return on investment
or equivalent. This way different
markets can be compared to assess and
rank relative merit.

The Dependent Variable

Feeding yout model remains a
considerable task which involves
gathering relevant information as
input. Your first step. of course, is
identifying the time series element you
wish ro predict. Since we are talking
about a market tool for prediction,
your time series must be something
which is tradeable and 'which has
substantial historical information on a
daily basis. The longevity of the data
base information you will need to
derive a responsive model will increase
as you_introduce more parametric
contror.

Limiting Parametric Control

The size of the data base in terms
of the number of records you will
process is important and should be
balanced with the number of panm-
eters you plan to introduce. Actually, it
is the number of resulting trades
(samples) that are traded off with
Darameters. but because the number of
irades would go up as the period is
extended, increasing the size of your
data base has an equiyalent effect.

Suppose you wish to fit a curve
through a scattering of points over
time in anticipation of predicting one
or two days into the future. You could
use the mathematical system of least
squares and consume one parameter by
fitting a straight line through the data
and extrapolate ahead. If you want to
go further by adding some curvature,
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you might tfy a second degree polyno-
mial, etc. Fof every additional degree
you introduce, you would be adding
another restfictive contfol Darameter
to the process.

Balancing Parameter
Counts With Input Samples

The number of daily records
vou introduce will serve 1o
temper the effects of adding
paXameter control, but only
up to a point. You will find
that by minimizing param-
eter control, vour model
will show more and more
promise when passed
againsr resr dara- It is fairly
simple to fhd parameter
settings that will make your model
perform well in hinGight on a
training period Getting your model to
perform in the future has to do with
both model dcign and the method by
which you introduce and prc-process
your inpus The scope and variability of
your input is also an important factor.

Searching For Relevant Model Input

0nce you have identified the time
series to.be predicted (the dependent
variable), the space domain requires
that you identify relevant inputs
which will influence future moYe-
menl Last month's article discussed
broad categories to be incorporated
into your pre-processed data. We
would like to expand on these with
more specific examples. If your
dependent variable is corn, for ex-
amplg consider adding independent
variables in related commodities that
grow on the same land such as soy-
beans and wheat. Also consider
derivative commodities of corn
(products developed from corn) such
as live hogs or live cattle and substi-
tute commodities like oats and soy-
bean meal For a broader look at the
financial picture, add series that affect
the cost of money such as T-Bonds, T-

Bills and the Federal Funds rate. Don't
overlook commodities that affect the

cost of planting and harvest-
ing such as crude oil and
unleaded gas. You might
also irclude time series that

measure consumer
confidence, and
perhaps the CFICS
commitment of

' tradet's statistics.
A set of

influential,
indepen-
dent
markets

should be
examined for

every dependent variable
you may wish to postulate.

Remember that your goal is to
get reliable predictions from the data
set you introduce. Once you have a
good start on the prediction problem,
try to simplify the process by search-
ing for marginal inputs that can be
removed without significant reduction
in performance. The simpler your
model, the better your real life
predictions will become.
Input Longevity

Neural Network researchers often
state that six months to two years of
daily data is sufficient for a typical
study, but such a limited data base
may not hold sufficient lessons of the
past to produce reliable futffe predic-
tions. Computer s@ is usually an
important restriction on input longev-
ity and scope. M06t analysts would gladly
anallze two decades of daily data if
their computer could make sense of the
input in a timely manner. Unfortu-
nately, a staggering amount of com-
pute time is rquired for applying the
perhaps ten or more parameters that
may be releYant to drive a given
model. The number of combinations of
events to search becomes formidable

(mntinued on Pape 6)

"Getting your model to
pelforrn Ln the future
bas to d.o uitb both
mod.el deslgn and. the
,nethod b! wblcb yoa
introd.uce and pre-
process lour inputs."
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Ask Customer Service

Each month on tbis
page our Customer
Seraice staff addresses
cotnrnon questions on
topirs of interest to
many CSI subscribers.
Tbis montb our bistorY
on-demanil d ata de ll tt-
erlt mod.e tohes tbe
spotliSht.

O. wnot x *t aifference betuun
iittory or-atmaii and otber tlpes of
historical data.?

A. Hirtory on-demanrl is ordered
electronically through our software
and downloaded instantaneously in
the same ohone call. All other means
of delivery (asisted by phone, on disk
or on CD-R0M) are not history on-
demand and are subiect to different
orice schedules. Most CSI data, with the
ixception of options and seasonal
index series are available on-demand

To get history on-demand, PC users
must order using QuickTrieve's@ order
Subsystem and answer (Y)es when
asked if you want the data transmitted
when the order is received. This
service is u lable to users with
QuickTrieve version 4.05 or higher. All
phone histories transmitted through
our Macintosh software are now
processed as history on-demand.

\1. I found some of tbelila I otdeted
ai bistory on-demand unre inromplete.
l,khougb I reqryested. a long hktorY,
some files contained only one day of
data. Hou can I correct thh Ptoblem?
A. uissing data in on-demand htstory
is sometimes caused by modem incom-
patibilities. A simple change to the
modem initialization string may
correct the Droblem. From the
QuickTrieve main menu, select H)
CHANGE USER C0NSTANTS. Then
press <Pg Dn> until you reach Page 7.
The fist line there is Modem Init.
Before making any changes, please
print the screen or write down Your
current entry, then change it to the
following:

Modeminit AT&D2V1Q0N0S37:0
(All three ovals in the above line are
zeros, not the letter 0.)

Press <EsD to exit and be sure to
save your changes as prompted. This
should eliminate the mysterious missing
data from on-demand history orders.

V. I spent a lot of time Uqinga larye
hTston on-demand otder which was
apparently accepted b! lour con puter.
Somebow I end,ed uP uitb nothing in
mlt data filn Wbat caused this?

A. Nearly every day we get calls from
a few users who were unsuccessful at
retrieving history from our host
computer. we try to diagnose what
went wrong on a case-by-case basis.
but we are often hampered bY a lack
of information on what was requested
throush the software.

Wd ask that you take the following
steps to assure that your requests will
be filled promptly:

1) Until you get used to the system or
when requesting a new tYPe of data,
please enter only a few lines per order.
That way, if an error prevents us from
supplying the data, you_won't have
wasted much time or eflort.

2) Review your order before
transmission to make sure that all the
entries are coffect. Comrnon errors
include stocks identified as commodi-
ties (or vice versa); both CSI number
and symbol supplied when either
number or symbol is required; delivery
month and delivery Year reversed;
absence of valid start dates for stocks,
Perpetual Contract.@ cash or other
coniinuous series; start and end dates
reverserl 0 for deliverY month for
cash or Perpetual Contract datai etc.
Any of thesl entries would result in a
"file assign error" and no data would
be supplied.

l) Before transmitting YouI order,
olease use the PRINT W0RK D0NE
THIS SESSIONI option from the order
subsystem menu to make a printout. If
there should be a problem, you'll have
it to review and, if necessary, re-enter.
Our service reptesentatives will ask
you to read or fax your entries to help
determine what went wrong. This is
an important safeguard because once
your order is transmitted cor(ectly, it' 

(co tinued on Page 6)
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Since announcing last month that
we now offer 9600 baud access via
Tymnet (MCI), many subscribers have
switched to the faster seffice. 9600
baud retrieval seems to be coming off
without a hitch. We urge everyone
using network access to switch to the
!600 baud Tymnet altemative.

Network usen who wish to take
advantage of the fasler s@ should call
MCls service line at lSWS&W1.T\ey

number for your location. The new
Tymnet phone number should be
inserted on page I of User Constants,
where the Baud Rate should also be
changed to !600.

Lower Tymnet charges have
enabled us to reduce our the network
surcharge by 15% or more for custom
portfolio users paying on a month-by-
month basis. The lower costs are
effective immediately, but will not be
reflected in your eurrent invoiee.
November invoices will show a prior
month service adjustment for october,
making the lower prices retroactiye
to October. +

New Customer
Service Hours
OuI customer Service hours
are now 8 am. - 10 pm.
weekdaysand!am.-1pm.
Saturdays. The Customer
Service teleDhone number
is (402) 392-st663. Customer
Service support is not
available through our toll-

Jree marketing-line--toueh+one menuingsysem, from
which you should select '2-Network
Acces Inquiries." Vhen the represen-
tative comes on the line, simply
request the locrl 9600 haud acces

-x

Faster Network Access a Hit!

CSI Software Product Summary
Please check all that apply and complete lhe information box at dght.

Mailorfa; to CSl,200 West Palmetlo Park Road, Boca Raton, Florida 334i2i Fax: (t07) 392-7761

D QuickTrieveo/QuickManager@ for PC - To retrieve, manage & edit
data (includes 1995 Alerts Calendar); New daily user $5q.
QuickTrieve/QuickManager version 4.06 upgrade (for current
QuickTrieve users only): $3!; shareware demo disk $5

B 1995 Commodity Alerts Calendar for use with QuickTrieve $20;
Calendar upgrade for currenl QT 4.06 users $10

D QuickPlot@OuickStudy@ tor PC - Charting & analysis software
(requires qT/Qtrl) $8!

fl Trade Data Manager" - Macintosh downloader & accounting
program $59; upgrade $4! or FREE'Nirh $100 history order

E Trading System Pertolmance Evaluator" FspE)for Pc - Computes
your system's capital requirements $149

E Trader's Money Manager*for Pc - $399 (includes TSPE);
Demo disk: $15

E TraDe$k" for PC - Traders' complete accounting system - CSI
daily user $l4p; Unrestricted use $299;30-day trial version $22

E Seasonal Index Value Pack for Pc - Ten years of history for 33
popular commodities $315

E Daily Updates for Pc - Starting a1 $10.80 per month

E CSlTechnical Journal Subscription - $35lYr. - Reprin* $5/each
Issues requested:

E CSI Mailing List - $200/1,000 names (CSI users omitted)
E CSf Product Catalog -FREE

Please add $29 per software package lor overseas shipping.

NAI\4E

ADDRESS

DAY PHONE ( ___ )
USER ID#

DISK PREFERENCE
n 5.2s'y360K n s.25'y1.2 MB {H|GH DENS|ry)
as.s'n2oK ns.s'yt.++ tr.le lnron orrsrrj

l\4ETHoD 0F PAYMENT (pREpAy[,{ENT REeu |RED)
NCHECK N MASTERCARD NVISA
N DISCOVER NAMERICAN EXPRESS

AMOUNT ENCLOSED $
CARD#

EXP, DATE

SIGNATURE

All pdces subject to change without notice.
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Market Statistics Update

as the training period is extended. The
result is often a compromise that leads
to an abbreviation of the training
period.

We heartily recommend Mr. Jurik's
book Virtual Trading, which probes
deeply into many analytical ideas
that are imoortant to anv model
building exercise Vhen sound
model-building techniques are

combined with properly selected and
pre-processed input dat4 the result is
more reliable ffade recommendations
and greater profit$ +

/Q I |f .,,1 +a zlUeVt V'zz'z'''

Reference Virtual Tradins Mark G. Iurik Probus
Publishing Co, 1995, Chica-go

Ask Customef Service
(conrlfiued frcm page 4)

is removed from the screen.
4) Please call us if you have a

problem with any sort of data re-
trieval. The sooner we can pinpoint a
problem - at your end or ours - the
sooner we can solve it.

l. I ordered some casb d.a,ta tbroagb
tbe order sabsJEtem and found tbe
same aalue in all four price fieWs for
euery trading da,y. Hou Mn I get tbe
full daily range and lbe dailJ) price

fl.actua.tiotlr?
l
A. This is a glitch we thought we had
coffected earlier. It happens only
occasionally 0n a seemingly random
basis. As yet, we aren't sure why.
Anyone receiving code 54 cash data as
history on-demand that shows up as
just a closing value in all four price
fields with the same prices eyery day
should call customer service for a free
replacement. We hope to correct this
problem by the time you receive tfus
iournal. We regret the inconvenience +

The Care and Feedlng
(continued fron paqe 3)

NAltlE, SYMBOL & EXCHANGE CHANGES
80,g ATCC Aintran Cp - New name: I\,lesaba Holding Inc.
1899 ANMC Analylical Nursing l,lanagement Cp New

Symbol:AMEX
12290 CNLDV Conolog Cp Wl - New symbolr CNLGD.
12231 CNLWry Conolog Cp CLAWT.New symboll

CNLGW.
2892 CNUUC Conlinum Goup Inc-Newslmbol CNIJDC.
7295 INT Intl Becovery Cp. New name: Wo d Fuel

Soflicss Cp.
7312 lS InlerstaleJJohnson Lane Inc - New stmbol:

IJL,
4027 KNIC Knickebockor (1.1.) Co, The-Newsymboli

KNIDV.
12566 MPML Moniana Precsion Mining Ltd - New namel

MPI\,| Technologies Inc.
2858 MLTI Mullicale Cos - New symbol: MUL Nel,l/

erdunge iIYSE
12587 NRGIA Nalional Ene€y Grcup Inc CL A - N.{l

symbolr NEGX.
9289 NELI Nellcor lnc " New namo: Nsllcor Pudtan

Bennetl lnc.
3030 LUXY

12596 oAKC

PARQ

APHC

PPC

4352

1916

7410

8081 SLVFF
4481 SOLQD
2832 UP]X

Nickebdeon Thealer Co . New name
Cinomastar Luxury Th€alels.
oakhursi Capilal Inc - New nam€: Oakhu6t
Co.
Parcrlacs Systoms Inc. Nell/ name:
Parcp ace-DiOilalk Inc.
Panech Holdings Cp - New nano: Tropic
Comnunicalion
Paldck Petrol€um Co - New nam€r Goodich
Peloleum Cp.
Silve€do Minos Lld - New symbol:GoLDF.
SoloSe e Cp - New syrnbol SOLoQ.
Unapix Enlenainnent Inc - New exchange:
AMEX; N6w symbolr uPX.
Ve one Inc. New exchanOe: NYSE; New
symbol VFl.

6875 VF|C

2830 ATFM
4025 ABII
59€4 AIJGN
6868 ATUL
2609 A|NN
70311 BEZ
8161 BMCS
s113 CAV
372s CU\
8409 COt R
8413 CMDI-D
5566 CA
2892 CNUDC
2068 CREE
2514 DAVD
8603 ELRC
7187 FCM
8680 SRCE
1610 FKBC
2806 IDBEF
1538 INSO
s607 tsss
2434 |NTU
4832 tRoQ
2719 JKCLD
4027 KNTDV
9111 LLTC
s068 LYTS
3662 MSL
5876 MYL
4700 NKOT
84-40 tcTL
7469 PKE

STOCK SPLITS
Aeldlm Inc
Amer Business lntormalion
Angen Co
AmlolCp
Applied Innovalton hr
Baldor El€cfic Co
BllC Sollwars Inc
Cavalier Hom65 Inc
Cenlennial Technologies
ComarHoldjngs
ComdialCp
Compuler Assoc Ini Inc
Coniinum Group Inc
Cree Fesearch Inc
Davidson & Associalss lnc
Eleclro Fe Cp
Fabd4€nt€rc ol Amer Cl A
Firsl Sources Cp
Firsl Knox Banc Cp
lD Biomodical Cp
InsoCp
Intsrgraled Silicon Slslsm
Intuit Inc
loquois Bancorp Inc
Jockey Club
Knickerbocker Co
IinearTechnologyCp
LSI Lighling Syslens Inc
Midsoulh Bancorp Inc
Mylan Labs Inc
Nu-Kol6 Holdings Inc
Ocom Cp
Pa& Eloctochemical

3/2 950828
v2 950815
2]1 9s0€16
z1 95m09
?J1 950001
:lt2 95{m7
2/1 950015
y4 95!8t6
3/2 950831
3/2 950811
lis 9s0808
3/2 950906
1/4 950814
21 950816
/1 950907
&2 950522.
21 950817
t2 950e22
21 s50905
21 950S0S
2J1 950905
211 950825
a1 950822
21 950S01

1/20 950830
t1 950831
21 950905
g2 950816
43 950905
v2 950816
z1 950816
4/3 950814
zl 950816
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